Unlocking Young Children’s Potential: Governors’ Role in Strengthening Early Mathematics Learning

Executive Summary
Studies find that the mathematics knowledge acquired in early childhood and early elementary grades is a critical foundation for long-term student success. A child’s math ability when he or she enters school has proved a better predictor of academic achievement, high school graduation, and college attendance than any other early childhood skill. Early mathematics competency even predicts later reading achievement better than early literacy skills. Finally, high-quality early mathematics instruction supports later learning of the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) skills U.S. employers are demanding.

Unfortunately, many students fail to master math skills and concepts during elementary school and develop negative attitudes about their ability to learn mathematics. By fourth grade, only 42 percent of U.S. students score at or above “proficient” levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress.\(^1\) By age 15, U.S. students score below international averages on standardized mathematics assessments.\(^2\)

There is growing evidence that more and higher-quality early mathematics instruction could reverse these trends. Researchers have found that young children have significant and often untapped potential to understand math skills and concepts such as magnitudes, patterns, shapes, and measurement. State learning standards for preschool-aged children, however, underestimate their ability to master early mathematics concepts and often do not fully capture the emerging research on age-appropriate math skills. In addition, early childhood and elementary teachers often lack the preparation and professional development to effectively support students’ math learning.

As governors respond to the need to significantly improve the quality of public education, they should consider incorporating stronger actions to improve mathematics instruction as part of their overall reform agenda. Governors can take the following actions to promote high-quality mathematics instruction for young children:

- Become a champion for improvements in the quality of early math education with legislators, business leaders, educators, parents, and students. Governors may choose to build support for early mathematics education within the context of existing policy priorities, such as pre-kindergarten expansion, early literacy, STEM education, or future workforce preparation.

- Align high-quality mathematics standards through the educational pipeline, and support appropriate use of student assessments to measure results. State leaders could consider raising standards for the math skills and concepts children should learn in their state’s early learning guidelines. Revisions should reflect recent research on young children’s capacity to learn math and align with kindergarten through grade 12 standards for college and career training readiness. Although high-stakes assessment is not appropriate for young children, state policymakers can support the use of student assessments to measure...
statewide progress in early mathematics learning and allow teachers to better target student needs.

- Promote changes in policies that improve educator preparation and that support their capacity to teach mathematics to young children. Governors can look for opportunities to strengthen state policies that govern preparation, certification, and professional development for early childhood and early elementary teachers, as well as elementary school principals, to ensure that teachers have the expertise and support they need to effectively teach mathematics to young children.

Introduction

Although most governors are already leading state efforts to improve early literacy, emerging research suggests that they also should focus on improving young students’ proficiency in mathematics. In fact, the National Research Council’s (NRC) recent report on the topic of early mathematics concludes that basic literacy should be defined to include both reading and math skills. Studies find that children in early childhood and early elementary classrooms have greater potential to acquire math skills and concepts than many educators realize. Moreover, recent studies find that early proficiency in mathematics predicts the long-term success of students better than any other early childhood skill.

Unfortunately, the current approach to mathematics education is not tapping young children’s potential. Observational studies of early childhood and early elementary classrooms find that educators often do not spend enough time on mathematics instruction, do not use quality instructional methods, and do not teach appropriately challenging material. Not surprisingly, U.S. students fare poorly on national and international mathematics assessments in early grades and beyond.

Those findings point to the need for greater attention to state policy strategies that can improve early mathematics education and yield long-term improvements in the skills of the U.S. workforce. As part of their larger education reform agendas, governors can lead the move to strengthen early mathematics education through three actions:

- Become a champion for improvements in the quality of early mathematics education with legislators, business leaders, educators, parents, and students;
- Align high-quality mathematics standards through the educational pipeline (from early education through high school), and support appropriate use of student assessment to measure results; and
- Promote changes in policies to improve educator preparation and support their capacity to teach mathematics to young children.

Why Should Governors Incorporate a Focus on Early Mathematics Education in Their Education Reform Agendas?

Early math abilities are a surprisingly important predictor of children’s long-term success. Recent studies have found
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6 See, for example, U.S. Department of Education, Program for International Student Assessment.
that a child’s math ability when he or she enters kindergarten predicts academic achievement in elementary school, high school graduation, and college attendance better than any other early childhood skill. Math skills have even been shown to predict later reading achievement better than early literacy skills.⁹ (See page 6 for more information about these findings.) Although researchers do not yet fully understand why early mathematics is so important, studies find that mathematics learning is closely tied to students’ executive function skills—a set of cognitive processes, including problem solving, reasoning, working memory, and task flexibility—that supports student achievement across academic subjects.¹⁰

Unfortunately, U.S. students are not demonstrating proficiency in mathematics during early childhood or beyond. By fourth grade, only 42 percent of students score at or above “proficient” levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress¹¹ (see Figure 1). Studies also find a significant achievement gap in mathematics learning by race, ethnicity, and family income as early as kindergarten and growing by fifth grade.¹²

In addition, Americans score low on international mathematics assessments compared with their peers in other countries. That trend has been documented for children as early as three to five years of age and worsens by the time they are in high school.¹³ In 2012, U.S. 15-year-olds ranked 26th out of the 34 countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) on the mathematics portion of the Program for International Student Assessment.¹⁴ It is not surprising, then, that a different OECD study focused on adults (ages 16–65) finds that Americans lag behind international averages in
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**Figure 1. Early Mathematics Competency Predicts Later Success**
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Researchers at the University of California, Irvine and the University of Wisconsin analyzed six large population-based data sets in an effort to understand which student attributes at school entry best predict later achievement, regardless of students’ demographic backgrounds. Researchers looked specifically at the effect of early reading and mathematics competency, attention skills, and behavior problems. Key findings of that research include:

- Of all student measures at school entry, early mathematics competency is by far the strongest predictor of mathematics achievement in later elementary and middle school. Surprisingly, early mathematics competency also predicts later reading achievement more accurately than early literacy competency.\(^\text{15}\)

- Early math abilities are the strongest predictor of high school graduation and college attendance. For example, children exhibiting persistent problems understanding mathematics in elementary school are 13 percent less likely to graduate from high school and 34 percent less likely to attend college than those who have stronger early mathematics abilities. Persistent problems learning to read in elementary school are less predictive of later outcomes\(^\text{16}\) (see Figure 2 on page 5).

\(^{15}\) Duncan and Magnusson, “The Nature and Impact of Early Achievement Skills.” This article summarizes findings from studies conducted on six longitudinal data sets by Duncan et al. (2007) and Duncan and Magnusson (2009).

\(^{16}\) Ibid.

Finally, strengthening young children’s competence in mathematics can help build students’ science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) knowledge needed to sustain long-term growth and innovation in the U.S. economy. Many governors have STEM initiatives focused on older students, but students should be provided engaging and effective mathematics education as early as possible. Most young children report that they “like math,” and a majority think that they are excellent or very good at it. Those measures slip considerably by seventh grade, with many students developing negative attitudes about their mathematics abilities.\(^\text{18}\) A comprehensive state STEM agenda should include efforts to engage young children in early learning and elementary settings to help them develop positive attitudes about mathematics and an interest in pursuing more in-depth study of the subject.

Young Children Have the Capacity to Master More Rigorous and Complex Mathematics Concepts and Skills, but Current Policies and Practices Fail to Tap Their Potential

Research shows that young children have the potential to learn math skills and concepts beyond what many
educators believe is possible. Young children can learn to compare magnitudes; understand patterns, shapes, and measurements; and count objects.¹⁹ Researchers have found that even infants and toddlers can distinguish different numbers of items and that preschool-aged children are capable of estimating proportions as well as basic addition and subtraction.²⁰ Teachers working with young children, however, tend to underestimate their students’ math abilities. For example, in one study, educators consistently misjudged how many students in their preschool classes could count nine marbles and how many students could complete a basic subtraction problem.²¹

There is evidence that high-quality and appropriately challenging mathematics instruction can help young children realize their math potential. (See page 6 for the key components of high-quality early mathematics education.) Two evidence-based curricula—Building Blocks and The Numbers World—significantly improve preschoolers’ math abilities when used by trained educators.²² For example, one study found that use of The Numbers World curriculum with a group of children from mixed-income backgrounds, starting in kindergarten, effectively closed the achievement gap in mathematics skills over three years.²³

Unfortunately, most young children currently are not exposed to high-quality mathematics education. More than half of 3- and 4-year-olds in the United States do not attend any preschool program and have only informal mathematics learning experiences.²⁴ For
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students in preschool classrooms, studies find that educators typically do not spend enough time on mathematics. A review of pre-kindergarten programs funded by states, for example, found that educators allocate an average of 8 percent of learning activity time to mathematics compared with more than 20 percent of time on literacy-based activities.25

Early elementary educators spend more time on mathematics than preschool teachers—about three hours per week in kindergarten—but that still trails the amount of time spent on literacy by two hours per week.26 Moreover, elementary mathematics instruction is lacking in quality. Mathematics education is often integrated into other learning goals and activities (for example, discussing math while playing with blocks or counting during snack time). Although those activities can have value, an NRC analysis finds that they do not improve students’ math abilities unless they are paired with more intentional mathematics instruction.27

Recently released studies find that, regardless of their background, young elementary school students would benefit from more challenging mathematics education.28 For example, a 2013 study of kindergarten classrooms found a disparity between mathematics curriculum and students’ abilities: Teachers spent significant time on concepts, such as counting and shapes, which most students had already mastered.29 Although decisions about curriculum and use of class time are made at a local level, the gap between what young students can do and what they are offered underscores the need for state leadership in setting and implementing appropriate standards for what children should know and be able to do at each age and developmental stage. That creates an opportunity for states to help districts identify and implement effective curricula in their schools and professional development for their teachers.
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High-Quality Early Mathematics Education: What the Research Shows

Research shows that high-quality mathematics instruction in early childhood and early elementary settings has the following characteristics:

- It uses a research-based curriculum that follows an intentional sequence of developing math skills in which children master one skill, and then another that builds on the preceding skill;
- It is taught through a mix of teacher-led direct instruction and student-centered exploration and practice;
- It focuses on building an understanding of mathematics concepts and skills;
- It includes engaging play-based activities with “teachable moments” about mathematics;
- It promotes family engagement and helps parents support children’s mathematics learning; and
- It offers assessment and differentiated support for children who have learning disabilities in mathematics.30
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27 Christopher T. Cross, Mathematics in Early Childhood.
29 Mimi Engel, “Teaching Students What They Already Know?”
Finally, the poor quality of early mathematics instruction stems in part from early educators’ lack of training and confidence to teach math skills and concepts effectively. Experts find that training programs for teachers often fail to model and support high-quality mathematics education in early childhood and early elementary classrooms. Early childhood educators report that they find mathematics a difficult subject to teach, do not think that mathematics education is as necessary or appropriate as other skills, and feel underprepared by their training and preservice programs. The research makes it clear that any state strategy to boost the quality of early mathematics instruction needs to include a focus on building the capacity of early educators to effectively teach mathematics. A state can do that through its authority over teacher certification and accreditation of teacher preparation programs as well as its policy and budgetary influence over teachers’ professional development.

State Policy Recommendations
As governors explore options to strengthen early mathematics education in their states, they should focus on three key strategies:

- Become a champion for improvements in the quality of early mathematics education;

- Align high-quality mathematics standards through the educational pipeline, and support appropriate use of student assessments to measure results; and

- Promote changes in policies to improve educator preparation and support to build teachers’ capacity to teach mathematics to young children.

Become a Champion for Improvements in the Quality of Early Mathematics Education
Governors have an opportunity to use the “bully pulpit” to start conversations with legislators, business leaders, educators, parents, and students about the importance of early mathematics learning as a foundation for long-term student achievement. Governors have been an important voice in recent years for expanding early learning opportunities and bolstering reading proficiency by third grade. Guided by research on early brain development as well as the return on investment from early learning programs, governors have raised awareness of early learning, championed new programs and increased budgets, and strengthened the role of private-sector partners. Depending on the existing state policy context, governors may choose to embed a message about the importance of early mathematics into existing policy priorities, such as expanding early learning opportunities, improving early literacy, or improving students’ STEM skills.

Many governors are already pursuing an expansion of opportunities for high-quality early learning. In their 2014 State of the State addresses, for example, 22 governors highlighted plans to expand access to high-quality pre-kindergarten and full-day kindergarten. As those governors work with state legislators on concrete policy proposals, they can make access to high-quality mathematics instruction for young children a priority. For example, state policies can require evidence-based mathematics curricula and related professional development, sufficient time spent on mathematics instruction, and use of assessments that measure math skills.

Governors who are already focused on strengthening early literacy may consider broadening their goals to include early mathematics proficiency. For example, Governor Tom Corbett of Pennsylvania is currently promoting a state goal to ensure that all children are “ready by third grade,” meaning that they have the foundational skills to succeed across academic content areas in upper grades. Pennsylvania has defined readiness as proficiency in both reading and STEM skills. In 2013, Governor Corbett hosted a statewide governor’s symposium to bring together state and district leaders in early childhood and elementary education to discuss strategies for reaching that goal. The governor recently allocated $100 million in new state funding for the 2014–2015 fiscal year for a Ready to Learn block grant to support innovative district approaches for boosting early literacy and numeracy. Although policymakers may at times face tradeoffs in allocating resources to improve early literacy or mathematics education, Governor Corbett’s approach demonstrates how a governor can integrate both priorities into a state policy agenda.

Finally, many governors are leading public–private initiatives to improve student engagement and proficiency in STEM skills that employers in their states need. Those initiatives have thus far largely focused on secondary and postsecondary education, but with a slight expansion of their agenda, governors could build a stronger foundation by including early mathematics education. Governors can, for example, invite policy leaders in early education to be part of an existing STEM council or prompt council leaders to include early education in their strategic planning efforts.

In 2009, Governor Deval Patrick of Massachusetts signed an executive order establishing a STEM Advisory Council, charged with increasing student engagement and achievement in STEM fields, with a focus on addressing the entire educational pipeline from birth through postsecondary education. The advisory council includes leaders who represent all relevant state educational agencies, each of whom supports the implementation of strategies aligned with state STEM goals. As part of this effort, the Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care (EEC) has recently adopted early learning standards in STEM subjects, created new professional development opportunities for early educators, and implemented strategies to increase engagement with community members. With support from Governor Patrick, EEC has made targeted investments of state dollars and federal Race to the Top–Early Learning Challenge funding to support these efforts.34

**Align High-Quality Mathematics Standards through the Educational Pipeline, and Support Appropriate Use of Student Assessments to Measure Results**

State policymakers have an opportunity to use learning standards in mathematics to set a clear vision of the math skills and concepts students should have at different developmental stages and grades and to guide effective practice. States and districts use learning standards in a variety of ways, including guiding curricula and assessment as well as informing professional preparation and development. All states have standards for college and career training readiness in mathematics in kindergarten through grade 12 (K–12) schools, with most states having adopted or in the process of implementing the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in mathematics or their equivalent. According to an independent study, the CCSS in mathematics is clearer and more rigorous than the prior math standards in 39 states and “too close to call” in another 11 states.35

In addition, all states have early learning guidelines
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(ELGs) that lay out the foundation of what children should know and be able to do before entering kindergarten. The states’ more rigorous college- and career training–ready standards have prompted states to review and in many cases revise their ELGs to ensure an aligned set of expectations for students from early childhood through the K–12 system. Those revisions can provide an opportunity to strengthen the quality of ELGs in mathematics. ELGs in most states cover infancy through preschool and include skills and abilities in a range of development and learning areas for each developmental stage.36 Each state has developed its ELGs independently, with input from educators and early learning experts.37 As states consider revisions, they have an opportunity to review recent research on child development and learning and to ensure that educators working with young children understand the progression of skill development into the more rigorous K–12 standards and that the expectations set out in a state’s ELGs push students to achieve their full potential.

According to an analysis published in 2012, state ELGs have uneven and often insufficient coverage of age-appropriate math skills. Twenty-four states have a separate mathematics content area in their ELGs, and other states include mathematics content under a category such as “cognition” or “general knowledge.” In 19 states, the ELGs do not describe any specific mathematics concepts; in many others, too few indicators of specific math skills are mentioned, raising concern that states are not paying enough attention to the importance of early math skills.38 Many state ELGs were found to have insufficient content on topics such as understanding numbers (for example, counting, understanding, and comparing different quantities), mathematical processes, and understanding of shapes and dimensions, all of which are necessary to prepare students for the higher expectations in kindergarten. States such as Pennsylvania, which has standards that cover several specific math skills and include examples of how a young child would demonstrate proficiency, may be a model for states considering revision. Pennsylvania has recently revised its ELGs to ensure alignment with its recently adopted, rigorous K–12 mathematics standards and recent research on mathematics learning.39

When high-quality standards are in place, state leaders should consider which assessments are needed to measure how young students progress toward meeting those expectations. Although high-stakes assessments are not appropriate for young children because of the unreliability of results, high-quality student assessments that are aligned to state standards can help state leaders measure aggregate student growth in early math skills and help teachers better support struggling students. At the same time, because implementing such assessments can be costly and may place new burdens on teachers, state leaders should carefully consider whether new tools are needed to support policy and practice and whether the benefits outweigh the costs.

For example, Florida has launched a standards-based mathematics progress monitoring tool in its state pre-kindergarten programs, and Mississippi has developed a statewide mathematics assessment in early elementary classrooms. Both are intended to strengthen instruction, meet individualized student needs, and collect data on students’ early mathematics achievement that can inform state and district policies. In addition, the cross-state Partnerships for Assessment in Readiness for College and Career Readiness consortium is developing new CCSS-
aligned diagnostic assessment tools that states can choose to use in early grades.40

Finally, many states are already developing statewide kindergarten entry assessments (KEAs)—tools that measure a wide range of academic skills and indicators of child development when children start school. A KEA is typically used to inform instruction and assess how students are faring at school entry, over time, and by geographic area. For states already using a KEA, the tool provides another opportunity to measure the state’s success in improving early mathematics skills and to weigh the costs and benefits of any changes in standards or practice. For example, Washington’s kindergarten readiness assessment, first launched in the 2012–2013 school year, found that only 54 percent of incoming kindergarteners in the state’s highest-poverty schools demonstrated readiness to carry out age-appropriate math skills, but more than 70 percent of those students demonstrated readiness in all other areas.41 Those data have prompted the state to focus on improving early mathematics instruction in its state pre-kindergarten program and increase professional development for kindergarten and pre-kindergarten teachers in mathematics instruction.42

Promote Changes in Policies around Educator Support and Preparation to Build Educators’ Capacity to Teach Mathematics to Young Children

Many states are already making comprehensive reforms to their professional development and preparation policies to ensure that teachers and principals have the skills to improve student outcomes across the educational continuum. As part of those efforts, policymakers can look for opportunities to strengthen the capacity of early childhood and elementary educators to teach mathematics. Governors can act to promote high-quality professional development for existing educators in early mathematics education and can also consider efforts to improve pre-service preparation for future educators.

Strengthen Professional Development for Existing Teachers and Principals

Leaders in several states are looking for opportunities to support evidence-based approaches to professional development for teachers and principals by redirect existing public funds or providing additional funding. Professional development is a critical part of a larger talent-management system in which educator evaluations produce actionable information about needs and professional development that matches with their needs.

As state leaders revamp systems of professional development, they should pay attention to critical needs to improve early educators’ expertise in teaching mathematics. New talent-management systems should help teachers assess and address their own lack of confidence in teaching mathematics and provide support not only for the content of early mathematics education but for methods of teaching this content to young children.43 Depending on the state policy context, professional development might also be needed to help teachers effectively use new diagnostic assessments or KEAs and implement curricula that are aligned to new standards. Finally, professional development should also be offered to elementary school principals to help them support and evaluate high-quality mathematics teaching.

A few states have acted to strengthen professional development in mathematics through legislation. In 2011, Washington passed legislation that allowed for district–university partnerships designed to foster
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40 For more information, see “Non-summative Assessments” at http://www.parcconline.org/non-summative-assessments (accessed September 19, 2014).
41 Math readiness is defined according to the Teaching Strategies GOLD kindergarten entry assessment tool, used in multiple states.
new professional development opportunities in mathematics. **Florida** passed a law in 2013 focused on early education that requires the state’s Office of Early Learning to develop a plan to provide appropriate professional development and training for pre-kindergarten teachers in early mathematics.

More recently, a public–private taskforce in **Illinois**, called the Early Math Advisory Committee, has developed a comprehensive plan to improve professional development in mathematics for early childhood and early elementary educators. The committee proposes an inventory of existing professional development and resources that are available to better identify gaps and opportunities to use existing resources. In addition, the committee recommends that the state pilot test and evaluate multiple models of professional development with various populations (for example, early childhood teachers, K–3 teachers, and administrators), different levels of intensity, and modes of delivery. The committee recommends building a train-the-trainer model to spread the reach of effective practices. Research on professional development suggests that inservice professional development is most effective when educators receive ongoing feedback, coaching, and support connected to their day-to-day practice as opposed to isolated workshops or training. **Illinois** is already piloting an early mathematics train-the-trainer initiative as part of a larger effort to improve professional development. The taskforce is currently working with public and private leaders to consider how to fully implement these recommendations and how much these strategies would cost.

**Improve Educators’ Pre-Service Training in Early Mathematics Education**

To make a longer-term investment in quality teaching, many state leaders are considering changes to pre-service preparation requirements for new teachers and principals. State policymakers have the authority to strengthen pre-service requirements through accreditation requirements for higher education and certification standards. In that context, state leaders have another opportunity to strengthen the capacity of early childhood and elementary educators to teach mathematics more effectively. States can begin by assessing their current preparation systems in three key areas: pre-service curriculum, requirements for teachers to demonstrate mastery, and the option of certifying mathematics specialists.

First, state policymakers can assess the effectiveness of current coursework and student teaching requirements for educator certification and make changes through their program approval process, if needed. Experts report that accredited teacher preparation institutions should but often do not offer interdisciplinary courses focused on how to teach early math skills. Such coursework would integrate mathematics content with strategies for teaching math skills to young children and knowledge of child development. In addition, experts find that preparation programs currently focus on K–12 mathematics methods and should include more coursework on preschool mathematics education. Finally, state leaders can consider whether current student teaching requirements provide aspiring teachers with sufficient time observing and practicing high-quality teaching of mathematics to young children. For states considering changing preparation requirements, state leaders can also consider providing opportunities for institutions of higher education to develop model courses or share best practice as well as determine what, if any, tradeoffs with other requirements would be implied.
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As one example, Illinois is currently launching a new early childhood endorsement for educators teaching children from early childhood through second grade. Although the rules for this new endorsement are still being finalized, a public–private early mathematics advisory group has helped to develop standards focused on mathematics education. Draft standards would require that aspiring teachers take coursework that integrates mathematics content with methods of mathematics instruction and knowledge of how young children develop and learn. The advisory committee has also recommended a three-year plan to support higher education institutions in developing these new course offerings. The committee proposes holding higher education symposia to share best practices and offer pilot grants for attendees to use what they learn at the symposia to develop new coursework.48

Efforts are underway to implement Illinois’ plan with public and private funding. The state hosted a forum for higher education faculty in 2014 focused on strengthening coursework in early mathematics. In addition, the state has allocated $1 million in federal Race to the Top–Early Learning Challenge funding to support selected higher education institutions in revamping early educator preparation programs, with early mathematics as one of three priority areas. State leaders expect that grantees will develop high-quality programs that will serve as models for other institutions. Similarly, state leaders can examine program approval requirements for principal preparation institutions to ensure that elementary school principals have the capacity to support high-quality mathematics teaching. Through a past legislative effort, Illinois revamped its principal certification process, now requiring that all preparation programs offer curricula that address student learning and school improvement relevant to literacy and numeracy in preschool through 12th grade.49

It is important to be aware that many educators in early childhood programs are not required to be certified teachers or to have a bachelor’s degree. Many educators working in child care and preschool settings instead receive credentials offered at community colleges. State policymakers could consider similar strategies to embed high-quality content on teaching mathematics to young children in those preparation programs. A statewide analysis in Illinois found that 22 percent of community colleges in the state do not offer mathematics methods coursework accessible for aspiring early educators, and only 2 percent offer courses focused on how to teach early mathematics.50

In addition to reviewing pre-service coursework requirements, state leaders can consider whether teachers are required to demonstrate mastery of relevant skills to become certified. For example, if a mathematics exam is required as part of teacher certification, state leaders should ensure that the skills tested are directly related to teaching mathematics to young children.

Finally, state policymakers might consider offering a “math specialist” certification if their state does not already do so. Currently, only 20 states license mathematics specialists, but all 50 states license reading specialists. Mathematics specialists are experts on mathematics education who can mentor teachers, provide individualized support to students, or directly teach math skills to groups of students.51 Studies have shown that those specialists can play an important role in improving students’ mathematics achievement.
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role in improving student learning.\textsuperscript{52} Washington’s 2011 law on mathematics education created such an endorsement and put into statute specific knowledge and skills required to earn that endorsement. In doing so, this law has the potential to create a pool of mathematics specialists whom districts can hire to improve mathematics education in their schools.

Regardless of the path states take to improve the quality of the early childhood and K–3 educators, strong data systems are important. Data systems can help link the performance of teachers back to their preparation programs and professional development provider both to help programs improve and to enable states to hold teacher preparation programs accountable if they are not preparing their graduates well. That is an important role for states if districts across the states expect to hire better prepared teachers and have stronger training for teachers already on the job. Strong data systems can, of course, be costly, but well-functioning systems throughout the educational pipeline can be a valuable tool for improving student achievement.\textsuperscript{53}

**Conclusion**

A growing body of research demonstrates that early math skills are a strong predictor of later achievement and that high-quality instruction can help more young students build foundational math skills. Although governors are already strong proponents of early reading initiatives, they have an opportunity to become champions for improving early mathematics instruction in their states, as well. Many of the actions described in this brief require no or minimal new state funding and can help lay the groundwork for a state’s focus on high-quality early mathematics teaching and learning. As state leaders explore this area in more depth, they should weigh the costs and benefits of making new investments, particularly in educator training and supports, to yield long-term gains in student achievement.
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